HEADWEAR STYLE:
- I62 CROWN GREY
- I62 VISOR RED
- I62 BUTTON RED
- I62 EYELETS BLACK
- I62 SNAPBACK

THREAD COLORS:
- BLACK
- WHITE
- RED
- BLUE

NOTES:
- STANDARD EBROIDRY
- 3D FOAM
- WOVEN LABEL
- PATCH
- APPLIQUE
- RUNNING STITCH
- MARROWED EDGE

CAPTUERHEADWEAR.COM
DESIGNERS:

1. PICK YOUR CROWN COLOR - PICK YOUR VISOR COLOR - PICK YOUR EYELET COLOR - PICK YOUR BUTTON COLOR - PICK YOUR SNAP COLOR
2. SELECT YOUR THREAD EMBROIDERY/COLORS (PANTONE COLOR IF YOU KNOW IT)
3. ADD YOUR LOGOS & GRAPHICS (VECTOR IS BEST)
4. SELECT YOUR EMBELISHMENT OPTIONS.

**I62 CROWN COLORS:**

- BLACK
- CHARCOAL
- GREY

**I62 - VISOR - BUTTON - EYELET - SNAPBACK COLORS**

- BLACK
- RED
- NAVY
- ROYAL
- GREY
- ORANGE
- TEX ORANGE
- CARDINAL
- MAROON
- KELLY
- GOLD
- PURPLE
- COL BLUE
- VEGAS GOLD
- WHITE
- CHACOAL
- CAMO

*CAMO & HEATHER GREY ONLY AVAILABLE IN VISOR COLOR*